
Matrix Inventory
Manage Inventory Product Families



Automates, streamlines, and simplifies the management of products with 
multiple attributes, such as size, color, and style.

Matrix
Inventory  

MaxQ’s Matrix Inventory Management module enables you to leverage your 
investment in Acumatica. MaxQ Matrix Inventory can help your business reduce 

complexity and achieve greater agility through its integrated design, unique 
automation capabilities, flexib le family and attribute settings, and more.

Completely integrated with Acumatica ERP

Simplified inventory 
management translates 
into greater efficiency, 
agility, and profitability.

Eliminates 
time-consuming manual 
data entry for items with 

multiple attributes.

Provides mass 
creation and update 

capabilities.

Manage Inventory 
Product Families



Easy to set up product families, supports any number of product attributes. Inventory items 
can be created with user-defined, or system generated inventory IDs, and intelligent

item descriptions constantly constructed from attribute definitions and values.

   Quick Order
Entry

   Easy to
Set Up

Create parts quickly right from sales order, purchase order screens, or matrix entry. 
Update all open work orders by entering quantities into a single screen.

Supports any product attribute scenario, including size, color, and style. Create and 
maintain inventory product families easily and consistently with the matrix inventory 
creation window.

FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY

Define Product 
Families

Easy to
Use

Matrix Inventory Inquiry display of all items in a 
matrix group for inventory quantity viewing.

Creates inventory items with intelligent IDs by 
combining attribute values, group description, and 

constants/delimiters or use of system generated 
sequences.

Auto-populates/updates Acumatica's inventory 
fields with default and/or specified data for 

product class, product line, list price, base price, 
etc. for all or selected matrix items.

Supports an unlimited number of item groups and 
attributes (up to 50).

Supports Acumatica's Inventory Lookup by 
Attribute by automatically populating inventory 

item physical attributes with attribute values.

Combines attribute captions, attribute values, 
group description, attribute reference fields, and 
constants/delimiters when generating inventory 

item descriptions.

Matrix entry screens added to Inventory Items, 
Sales Orders, Shipping Confirmation, Purchase 

Orders, and Purchase Order Receipt/Vouchers for 
multiple quantity entries.

Inserts attribute elements as needed for 
additional product variation support.

Able to handle the use of attributes with more 
than one matrix.

Entering matrix quantities in sales order and purchase order module is easy using the 
Matrix entry form order module. Entering many line items becomes fast and simple.



AP/PR Laser Checks
Print Accounts Payable and 
Payroll MICR encoded laser 
checks from blank check stock.

Work Order Processing
Streamline and simplify work order 
processing. Enter quantities in sales 
order and purchase order modules 
using the fast inventory matrix form.

Matrix Inventory
Handles an unlimited number of user-
defined inventory characteristics, and 
works for a wide variety of product 
attribute types, such as size/color/style 
and waist/length for apparel, size/width 
for shoes, or pattern/color. 

Supply Chain Planning
Adds advanced replenishment methods 
to Acumatica by focusing on planning 
and execution in the supply chain. 
Combines inventory replenishment, 
material requirements planning (MRP), 
and distribution requirements planning 
(DRP) in one system. 

Advanced Payment
Adds Credit Card, EFT/ACH 
payments with automatic support 
for dunning notices, collection and 
other payment notifications.

Credit Card/ACH Payments
Advanced payment processing will 
process your customer’s credit card 
and ACH/EFT payments automatically. 
Multiple payments processors are 
supported.  

Multi-Currency Rate Load
Streamline and simplify multi-
currency processing. Automatically 
import foreign currency rates.  

Advanced Billing
Complete automated revenue 
management system designed 
to handle even the most 
complex needs.

Subscriptions Management
Powerful full-featured 
subscription management built 
into Acumatica.

Financial Series
Full-featured, cost-effective financial solutions

Supply Chain Management Series
Enhance your system’s supply chain capabilities

ARM Analytics
Self-serve, web-based access to 
reports and analysis. Configured for 
groups or individuals to view and 
explore secure data as needed. 
Customized reports and analysis can 
also be easily configured as needed.

Business Intelligence Series
Developing and extending analytics and reporting
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Demand Planning
Enables users to obtain accurate 
inventory demand predictions based 
on historical sales and usage data. 
Integrates with the Supply Chain 
Planning module to fully automate 
distribution and supply chain planning.


